Sanatononymous' program brings gifts to kids

Blair Dick

Based on previous year's success, Iowa City's Old Cap Center on Monday began the task of collecting gifts for those organizations in its "Sanatononymous" project.

Now in its ninth season, Sanatononymous is designed as a way to allow individuals and organizations to donate to causes they believe in, with the donations being distributed to those in need of Christmas gifts. The Old Cap Center has been a part of the program since 2007.

The gift drive will be held through Dec. 19, according to Blair Johnson, a marketing director at the Old Cap Center.

"This year, we have a lot of the same organizations that we've had in the past," Johnson said. "We've heard from a lot of the same people that they will be setting up to pick up the Christmas holiday morning.

The Old Cap Center, along with other organizations and individuals, will be giving donations of clothes, Bibles, books and hats and mittens. People actually go out and buy these gifts for the organizations, as we only have one day of the year to do it."

Public school enrollments increase after 20-year slide

DION JOSEPH - Iowa public school enrollment has bucked a downward trend and increased in both elementary and secondary schools.

The Iowa Department of Education reported an increase of 1,000 students from the previous year's count, which was the first increase since 1996, and the state total is now 569,500.

"The school enrollment increase was nearly offset by a decline of 2.8 percent to 60,000," according to Johnson.

The increase was based on previous years' success, Iowa State University, IDAC, tzhe Regina High School,

In Brief

Courts

Dion Joseph - The Iowa Supreme Court on Monday granted a petition to review a decision of the Iowa Court of Appeals.

The case, which is set for December 19, according to Johnson, is based on a decision to review the matter in the case of L. v. Johnson County District Court.

"It's a nice supplement to kids' toys," she said. "We want to try to make sure everyone has a gift this holiday season."

"We're doing this to help children," she added. "We're doing this to help children."
Metro/Iowa

No extrahours added at library for finals

Rooms open in EPB, Scheffuer

Researchers warn that adding typical "make-up hours" to the current library schedule would mean that students might have to work late at night to study. In fact, the library will be open for study periods during exam week, too.

"The library is open for study periods during exam week," said library administration. "This year we will be open the entire semester, through exam week."

A study done by the American Library Association found that the average student spends more than six hours a day in the library when studying, and that this time is often used for other purposes, such as writing papers or doing research.

"We need to make sure that students are not only using the library for study purposes," said a library administration official. "We want to make sure that they are using the facilities to their fullest potential.

In addition, they also added that the library is open during the summer for students who are studying for exams.

"We are open during the summer for students who are studying for exams," said another library administration official. "We are open 24 hours a day during the summer, so students can come in and study whenever they want.

But researchers warn that adding typical "make-up hours" to the current library schedule would mean that students might have to work late at night to study.

"The library is open for study periods during exam week," said library administration. "This year we will be open the entire semester, through exam week."

A study done by the American Library Association found that the average student spends more than six hours a day in the library when studying, and that this time is often used for other purposes, such as writing papers or doing research.

"We need to make sure that students are not only using the library for study purposes," said a library administration official. "We want to make sure that they are using the facilities to their fullest potential.

In addition, they also added that the library is open during the summer for students who are studying for exams.

"We are open during the summer for students who are studying for exams," said another library administration official. "We are open 24 hours a day during the summer, so students can come in and study whenever they want.

But researchers warn that adding typical "make-up hours" to the current library schedule would mean that students might have to work late at night to study.
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Sick

"At high risk" include elderly, young children, those with chronic
medical conditions, and pregnant women.

The complaint of being unexceptable or of
feeling building was the building so
that by the EPA or at "sick building system.

The complaint of being unexceptable or of
feeling building was the building so
determined by the World Health
Organization is "sick building.

The complaint of being unexceptable or of
feeling building was the building so
determined by the World Health
Organization is "sick building.

"I've had complaints for the past 20 years
over the building," he said. "We have seen
some spot at least here where the air gets
thick. The building was not the best place
to build those areas as well as the heating
and cooling systems.

"But for so many having a lot of
symptoms is not a problem. But if you
follow this area, the number of sick US
buildings has increased.

Walker said HPO receives and follows up
complaints about US buildings approxi-
mately once a week.

"When people tell us they don't have control
over their environment, they don't like it,
and they complain," he said.

The complaint he hears most often, he
said was that a building has too hot or
too cold, which can cause headaches or eye
irritations, or even the source of many
complaints, he said.

At this point, Walker said, there is no
system to classify the "sick building" as a
building.

"We haven't found any obvious source,"
he said, adding that the investigation will
continue until a solution to the problem is
found, if there is indeed a problem.

"So far, we've got a clean bill of health,"
Walker added.

---

NATO

Bush said that he is ready to meet with the
eastern European leaders later this year.

The president, asking for the meeting, said in
effect "We want to".

"We want to," he said, "get to the core of the
European Union (EU), our neighbors.

Bush added that he believes the EU
leadership will continue to work on the
substantive issues facing the region.

The president also said that he wants to see
Europe move closer to the" American dream,
including on issues of defense and
economics.
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**Navy tests missile despite protests**

CAPE MAY, N.J. (AP) — The Navy tested its most advanced cruise missile despite protests by a group that had hoped to stop the test launch of a Trident 2 missile.

The Navy launched the missile from a cruiser Monday evening in the Atlantic Ocean. The missile, which can carry a nuclear warhead, is designed to replace the Trident I missile in the U.S. strategic nuclear forces.

A group of protesters, including members of the Vineyard Friends Meeting, a Quaker group, had planned to protest the launch. However, the group was unable to block the launch.

**Briefly**

"We did a perfect launch, just perfect," said Capt. Alan Boerger, commanding officer of the Atlantic Test Range. "Mackellar, the submarine, is at the target."

The Navy said its ships had "sharply and steadily" seen a ship and moved away, and that the test was a "safe, successful" demonstration of the weapon.

**S&L regulator faces tough job**

WASHINGTON, Jan. 23 (AP) — Wall resigns as chief S&L regulator the day after a scathing audit revealed that the savings and loan industry faces a $30 billion cleanup, the government's chief S&L regulator.

In a letter of resignation in President George Bush, Wall complained that "the $30 billion industry and demonstrated a "steady stream of outmoded and antiquated" from congressional hearings concerning the collapse of the Savings and Loan Association of California.

The S&L regulator, Dennis Grant, chairman of the Board of Banking Supervision, said Wall allowed S&Ls in the armed forces to remain in service until May 1993 if the ban on homosexuals in the armed forces is still in effect and that Navy divers had sliced the fuel lines and punctured the towing Navy tests missile despite protests.

**The Daily Iowan** is looking for submissions for the following weekly features on the Weekdays Page.

"Her Perspective": A column on women, by students or faculty, that introduces a variety of subjects and is not limited to any particular form—anything from narratives of personal experiences to analyses of political, social, cultural, and moral issues—should exceed four double-spaced typed pages.

"1st Person": A Friday feature on readers' experiences and thoughts on any subject matter; humor is especially welcome. Submissions should not exceed three double-spaced typed pages.

**The Center for International and Comparative Studies**

Graduate Program in Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship 1990-91

**Program**: The Center for International and Comparative Studies (CICS) offers fellowships to support advanced study abroad.

**Fellowships** are available to graduate students pursuing international studies at U.S. universities and other institutions. Fellowship awards are granted by a panel of the University of Iowa from the U.S. Department of Education. Additional funding is made available through the National Science Foundation, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the U.S. Department of Education. Fellows to complete degree requirements for the fall 1990 semester must submit applications by May 15, 1990, and may not exceed three years in duration.

Students wishing to apply who have not previously lived abroad should contact the Office of Foreign Languages and Area Studies for information. Application forms are available from those offices or from the Office of Foreign Languages and Area Studies.

In addition, application forms are available from the Foreign Language and Area Studies Office at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. Application forms are available from those offices or from the Office of Foreign Languages and Area Studies.
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Military officials from U.S. stationed in Germany

WASHINGTON (AP) — Soviet military personnel in East Germany demanded a team of U.S. military officers for 7½ hours on the eve of President Bush's summit with Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev. The Soviet team was invited to East Germany and insisted on meeting with American military personnel. Navy Lt. Col. Dan Satterfield said the meeting involved officers from the Supreme Allied Command, Europe. The meeting lasted from about 30 minutes to an hour, Satterfield said.
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1987, to demand Israel end its sufferings and the few small triumphs of the "intifadeh," the spontaneous revolt will persist. The latest example was the death of a 17-year-old Nablus policeman, long accused as a collaborator. "Safety first," said a policechief.

"We don't want the blood of our sons to go for nothing." — Yusra El Marsi

"This is my son, but I'm sure they admit it to me and the others." — a mother in Nablus seeking for her son, Bashar, dead at age 15.

Israel's struggle for a Palestinian state. shows her son, Bashar, dead at age 15.

The stone plaque calling for justice for those who have been killed in Gaza, where 1.5 million people live, was plastered and bulldozed by Israelis after the 1987 massacre. "It's uncertain how much the Arab leaders will pay for this," said Marwan el-Masri, 42, when asked if residents were not worn out, "It's spur of the moment." He's uncertain how much the Arab leaders will pay for this.

In Nablus, with a population of 50,000, the death toll from house combat, police said, is 66 in the past two years. The Arab leader's fear is that his sons will be killed. "They must stay alert to the dangers of demolition. The house demolition means staying alert to the dangers of demolition. The house demolition means staying alert to the dangers of demolition. The house demolition means staying alert to the dangers of demolition.

The casbah, a place known as the Casbah, now along the narrow streets, has a history of 1,000 years. It is a place where the Arab leaders will pay for this.

In Nablus, with a population of 50,000, the death toll from house combat, police said, is 66 in the past two years. The Arab leader's fear is that his sons will be killed. "They must stay alert to the dangers of demolition. The house demolition means staying alert to the dangers of demolition. The house demolition means staying alert to the dangers of demolition. The house demolition means staying alert to the dangers of demolition.

June 13, 1987, was the third day militia gunners shelled the towns. Total casualties from 2 villages, 140,000.

But I'm sure they admit it to me and the others." — a mother in Nablus seeking for her son, Bashar, dead at age 15.

Israel's struggle for a Palestinian state.

The stone plaque calling for justice for those who have been killed in Gaza, where 1.5 million people live, was plastered and bulldozed by Israelis after the 1987 massacre. "It's uncertain how much the Arab leaders will pay for this," said Marwan el-Masri, 42, when asked if residents were not worn out, "It's spur of the moment." He's uncertain how much the Arab leaders will pay for this.
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**Opera Theater presents alumni's works**

The University of Iowa's Opera Theater presents alumni's works, featuring a variety of pieces. Among them are works by alumni such as John Adams, a renowned composer and conductor. The event is open to the public and includes a reception following the performance. Details can be found on the University of Iowa's Opera Theater website.

**New York Times**

The New York Times has announced the addition of a new columnist, who will focus on issues related to the arts and culture. The columnist's first piece, titled "The Importance of Arts Education," has received positive reviews and is expected to be a regular feature in the newspaper.

**Televised**

This week's televised events include a special broadcast of "The Daily Show with Jon Stewart," featuring an interview with a prominent political figure. The show will also include a segment on the latest in political satire and commentary. The broadcast is available online and on-demand.

**Radio**

A special edition of "The Daily Iowan" radio show will feature interviews with local artists and musicians. The show will air on WOI-FM and WOI-AM, as well as the station's website.

**Music**

The University of Iowa's Theater presents a new opera, "The Cunning Little Vixen," by Janáček. The production is directed by a local theater company and features a cast of local talent. Tickets are available at the box office.

**Boise's Glass Specials**

Boise's Glass Specials is offering a 10% discount on all glassware purchases. The offer is valid through the end of the month and includes a variety of high-quality glassware items. Customers can find the discount in-store or online.

**The Daily Iowan**

The Daily Iowan is Iowa City's local news source, providing coverage on a wide range of topics, from arts and entertainment to local events and community news. The newspaper is available at local newsstands and online.

**PASSENGER**

PASSENGER is a Turkish-American alternative rock band that recently released their latest album, "Quicksand." The album features a mix of electronic and acoustic elements and is receiving critical acclaim. The band is currently touring and will perform at a local venue.

**The Daily Iowan**

The Daily Iowan is Iowa City's local news source, providing coverage on a wide range of topics, from arts and entertainment to local events and community news. The newspaper is available at local newsstands and online.

**Iowa Book & Supply Co.**

Iowa Book & Supply Co. is a local bookstore offering a wide selection of books, including fiction, non-fiction, and children's literature. The store is located at 120 E. Burlington St. and is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm. A special event is scheduled for January 12, featuring a local author reading and signing their latest book.
Bittner steals release accompany is new ‘golden era’ of animation

Hollywood (AP) - The debut of the latest in a series of fun-loving learning adventures, "The Lion King," hit theatin the fall of childhood with a bang, the thetame set in a forest full of wise animals that demonstrated the importance of friendship and the power of music. "The Lion King," produced by Walt Disney Pictures, was released in theaters on July 10, 1994, and grossed over $1 billion worldwide. It is considered a classic animation film and has since become one of the most beloved movies of all time.

The film follows the story of Simba, a young lion who must learn the responsibility of leadership after the sudden death of his father, Mufasa. Along the way, Simba is aided by his loyal friends Timon and Pumbaa, and learns important life lessons about love, loss, and forgiveness.

"The Lion King" was directed by laptop studio head Roger Allers and featured the voices of Matthew Broderick, James Earl Jones, and Whoopi Goldberg. It received critical acclaim for its music, animation, and story, and has since become a cultural phenomenon.

The success of "The Lion King" sparked a renewed interest in animation, with studios investing heavily in new and innovative projects. This "golden era" of animation saw a resurgence of interest in the art form, with filmmakers exploring new storytelling techniques and pushing the boundaries of what animation can achieve.

For example, the much-loved film "Toy Story" was released in 1995 and revolutionized the animation industry by being the first feature-length computer-animated film. "Toy Story" was a massive success, grossing over $360 million worldwide and earning an Academy Award for Best Animated Feature.

Other notable films from this era include "Beauty and the Beast" (1991), "Aladdin" (1992), "Pocahontas" (1995), and "Tarzan" (1999). These films were not only commercial successes but also critical successes, often praised for their engaging stories, beautiful animation, and memorable songs.

In addition to the major studio releases, independent animators also flourished during this time. "Urats" (1990) and "Feral" (1991) were two examples of experimental animation that gained critical acclaim.

The success of animation during this era can be attributed to a combination of factors, including the advancements in technology, the increased interest in storytelling, and the willingness of studios to take risks with new and innovative projects.

Today, animation continues to be a popular and respected art form, with new films being released each year that push the boundaries of what animation can achieve. Whether it's the classic hand-drawn style or the cutting-edge computer animation, animation remains a powerful tool for storytelling and entertainment.
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**Vincent outlines plans at first winter meetings**

NAHBVILE, Tenn. (AP) — Commissioner

Vincent said today at baseball's winter meetings that he wants to improve relations between management and players.

Vincent, making his first state-of-the-game address, said he hopes to renegotiate a collective bargaining agreement with the union which would govern our drug program for baseball.

"I think it's important that we continue to improve relations between management and players," Vincent said.

Vincent also said he has not made any plans for a strike.

The commissioner said that since the last five years, the number of individual teams has increased and the number of teams that have been eliminated has decreased.

Vincent said he plans to introduce an improved drug program, expansion, fast-tracking of baseball to Europe, and an improved drug program.

"Within 90 days of a labor agreement, the National League will announce a definitive timetable for the addition of two teams to the National League," Vincent said.

The commissioner said that each of the last five years, the number of individual teams increased and the number of teams eliminated has decreased.

Vincent said he hoped to bring the eyes of baseball to Europe and would soon appoint a direct executive for the international area.

---
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Kansas continues to climb in hoop poll

AP Top 25 Men's Hoops

1. Syracuse
2. Miami
3. Michigan
4. Duke
5. Stanford
6. Michigan State
7. Virginia
8. St. John's
9. North Carolina
10. Florida State
11. Texas
12. Memphis
13. Virginia Tech
14. Iowa State
15. Arizona
16. Providence
17. Wisconsin
18. Auburn
19. Oklahoma State
20. Southern Cal

Syracuse, 15-0, rose eight spots in the Associated Press poll, while Miami rose two spots to second. Michigan, which clinched the Big Ten's stiffest defense, allowing just 64.1 points per game, was third. Stanford joined the Top 25 with 93 points, the Big Ten's highest in 16 years, to finish fourth. Duke and Stanford moved up one place each to fifth and sixth, respectively. The Associated Press poll features 687 voters and is based on teams' overall record, potential ceiling, recent form, noteworthy wins and losses, toughness of schedule, head-to-head results and overall strength of conference.

Buckeyes pull hat trick, defeat Hawks at NCAAs

London newspaper describes gymnast's sorrow

The Associated Press

Erica Weiland
The Daily Times

With 10 straight victories, Oklahoma moved into the third round of the NCAA women's gymnastics championships. The Sooners are the last team standing, but they face a tough battle to win.
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Women move up in poll despite loss

London newspaper describes gymnast's sorrow

The Associated Press

Erica Weiland
The Daily Times

Despite the second straight loss, the Buckeyes still have a chance to win the NCAA women's gymnastics championships.
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